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ABSTRACT

Techno humus systems correspond to man-made topsoils under prominent man influence. They may be purposely conceived for supporting agricultural activities or dumping of waste products, sometimes abandoned to an unknown evolution. Both categories needed a more scientific frame. This is the reason we classified them as morpho-functional humus systems. Improving agricultural soils with organic waste products is an ancestral practice. We present four examples of Techno humus systems purposely created for supporting plant growth. Considering a simple home-made compost pile, we give a few basic notions about the biological functioning of these artificial humus systems. Humipedon functioning and structuration are similar to those observed in natural humus systems. Using even animal manure, we illustrate how to manage larger compost piles of waste for application in farming areas. Composting waste that contains animal proteins needs a more careful measurement of the temperature of the pile and a longer period of elevated temperature in the core of the pile. Mulching of pruning residues is presented in a large urban context. The use of mulch must take into account the quality and composition of woody material. The lack of nutrients in some residues has to be compensated by a moderate use of appropriate mineral fertilizers. Municipal solid waste, anaerobic digestion residues (grape remains) and spent mushroom compost, eventually mixed with mineral fertilizers, have been tested in horticulture. Benefits and drawbacks are listed for each experiment, with the evolution of carbon storage along 8 years of horticultural practice. Finally, we present an example of “dump” humus system. Mine tailing wastes represent a huge problem in many countries. Pointing to their microbial activity, we show that they must be seen as manageable living humipedons, not as piles of inert rocky material.
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1. Main Groups of Techno systems

Techno humus systems or techno humus horizons correspond to artificial humus systems and horizons under prominent man influence. Three main groups of Techno systems can be individuated:

- **Manure humus systems**: techno humus systems with soil, imitating natural humipedons and created for supporting plants and ecosystems. Man has to prepare remains for feeding soil organisms and to take care of the natural biological transformation of these remains. Soil organisms will automatically transform the remains and thus generate a new soil. Feeding soil organisms with organic remains mimics what occurs in natural ecosystems where organic dead structures (e.g. leaves, dead organisms) continuously feed the soil and its trophic networks even in anaerobic circumstances (digestates);

- **Soil-free humus systems**: techno humus systems without soil. Man has to prepare nutrient solutions for specific plant species or plant communities. Each plant or culture has its own nutrient demand. Plant roots grow directly in a solution or in a more or less inert medium in which a nutrient solution circulate. Organic matter decomposition and soil formation are avoided. The target is to support specific plant growth and/or fruit or legume production, following the variable nutrient demand of plants along the planned cycle of production. A similar process occurs in aquatic environments with floating vegetation. Man adapted this type of nutrition to plants that naturally grow in the soil. Strong mechanisation and control of chemical and physical factors are necessary for a cost-effective production. Disease control is facilitated by the physical confinement of the cultures. Use of pesticides is the rule, treating locally each plant or group of infected plants or preventing them from infection because cultivated plants are more fragile. Stratification and verticalization of artificial production systems are commonly adopted in greenhouses or outdoor (Lowenfels, 2017; Rech, 2013). Productivity is always higher than in soil cultures, especially for tomato, cucumber, pepper, eggplant, lettuce and some aromatic herbs because secondary metabolism is decreased in favour of primary (growth) metabolism. However, because of the lack of complex soil nutrients and the absence of parasites (which in natural environments force plants to produce aromatic defence molecules), hydroponic plant tissues, fruits and legumes are beautiful to see but often less tasty than those cultivated in soil and far less than those coming from organic farming (this topic is discussed in Humusica 2, article 17). Nevertheless, hydroponic techniques allow growing plants without soil and considerably decrease production costs. Some scientists strongly support hydroponic food production (Rech, 2013, see also [http://howardresh.com/](http://howardresh.com/)), while others are far less favourable due to the high need for plant protection products (Hatzilazarou et al., 2005, see also [http://www.arc.agric.za/arcvopi/Pages/Crop%20Science/Hydroponic-Vegetable-Production.aspx](http://www.arc.agric.za/arcvopi/Pages/Crop%20Science/Hydroponic-Vegetable-Production.aspx)).

- **Dump humus systems**: techno humus systems or horizons not purposely created for supporting plants and ecosystems, more or less controlled, or contained, or circumscribed for avoiding pollution. They generally correspond to dumping of waste, which can be a source of energy for soil organisms and start a process of soil formation. Examples: sewage
sludge, dumps, toxic waste, landfill waste, colonized masonry waste, other abandoned topsoils or recycling waste or biodegrading materials.

This article is mainly dedicated to manure humus systems. After comparing the functioning of natural and techno humus systems, we will illustrate a home-made system. This simple system allows better understanding the structure of a techno humus system, before showing results of a series of experiments performed in Agripolis (Italy) and Paris (France) with the aim of using large amounts of organic remains. We will jump from the treatment of family organic remains for home gardening, to larger areas and applications to agriculture and horticulture, considering different types of compost and mulch. Even if we are conscious of their economic importance, we do not consider soil-free humus systems in this paper. The reason is that we support the use of biologically rich humus systems for agricultural and horticultural purposes (more in-depth analysis in Humusica 2, articles 17, 18 and 19). The present article concludes with an investigation of the dump humus system hold in South Africa by a team from the North-West University of Potchefstroom. To have an expert knowledge of this type of humus system is obviously necessary in order to avoid ecological failures and public health troubles.

1.1. Manure humus systems: techno humus systems with soil created for supporting plants and ecosystems

Structure and functioning of manure techno humus systems are similar to those presented in Humusica 1 articles for natural Terrestrial humus systems (Mull, Moder and Amphi). Comparing artificial with natural humus systems is a good mean of better understanding soil functioning and eventually intervening for improving soil quality. With the word “compost” we commonly name a pile of organic remains under decomposition or even the intermediate or final result of the process of decomposition. Wanting to be more precise, we name “humus system” a pile of organic remains only when it begins to structure itself in humus horizons. Before acquiring a new structure, as the fruit of a process of decomposition, the pile of organic remains is not a natural humus system but just a heap of “litter”. It is possible to accelerate the process of biodegradation, mix thus formed horizons, adding new material, aerating the pile and destroying/orienting/modifying a natural system in formation. With these operations, farmers and gardeners purposely interfere with the natural process of organic matter decomposition and transform natural humus systems into Techno humus systems (Mustin, 1987; Culot and Lebeau, 1999; Tuomela et al., 2000; Ouédraogo et al., 2001; Fontaine et al., 2003; Annabi et al., 2005; Ros et al., 2006; Saison et al., 2006; Evanylo et al., 2008; Adani et al., 2009; Lowenfels and Lewis, 2010; Brown and Cotton, 2011; Zhao et al., 2013; Lowenfels, 2014; Gerbier, 2015; Kuzyakov and Blagodatskaya, 2015; Lowenfels, 2017).

The word “mulch” is used when the decomposing pile of organic remains is made of wood or bark chips (dimensions: from a mm to a few cm). At the beginning of the process of decomposition, mulch corresponds to woody litter. It becomes woody OF and OH horizons in a further step, finishing its transformation into organic-mineral aggregates (A horizon) as other non-woody techno humus systems. The natural transformation of woody litter is presented in Humusica 2, article 13, in a
section dedicated to Ligno humus systems. In Humusica 3, D. Tatti and collaborators detail their description and classification in a paper entitled “What does ‘lignoform’ really mean?”

Compared to natural humus systems, made of a series of relatively thin horizons, from fresh litter till highly biodegraded organic matter, manured Techno humus systems are generally thicker and diagnostic horizons are less visible and eventually are evident only between phases of artificial mixing. As in natural topsoils, in manure humus systems humus horizons are formed as a result of biological activity. Animals occupy different habitats/niches and are distributed in the accumulated organic remains in accordance with their specific needs: large detritivores on larges pieces of litter at the top, smaller animals on finer material in deeper layers (Huhta et al., 1979). Animal and microbial communities are disturbed and less abundant and diversified in artificial than in natural humus systems at the beginning of the process of biodegradation but they evolve towards more complete and near-natural communities in the course of time (Huhta et al., 1979; de Bertoldi et al., 1983; Tiquia , 2005). Being continuously fed, animal and microbial communities may develop without any constraints, humifying and mineralizing large amounts of organic remains in a few months. The pile works like an artificial very active Mull, continuously fed with fresh litter and mechanically aerated by periodically turning down the organic mass under biodegradation.

At the beginning of the process of decomposition, the artificial pile is essentially made of fresh litter (organic remains, OL horizon). The layer of fresh litter is commonly one metre thick in domestic composters while in composting plants windrows can reach a thickness of a few metres and a linear extent of a dozen meters. In comparison, in natural conditions litter rarely reaches a thickness of 10 cm and is spread over the whole surface of the ecosystem (forest, meadow, etc.).

Because a high volume of accumulated litter impedes natural oxygenation large artificial compost heaps need being periodically manually or mechanically aerated, moving the layers top down and creating tunnels in order to allow air reaching the core of the pile. In fact, the core often lacks oxygen, because of the intense respiratory metabolism of microorganisms in the warm and most environment of the climatically protected core (Körner et al., 2003). A right content in “skeletal” material, such as twigs, pieces of wood or cardboard, helps giving the compost an aerated structure comparable to what soil animals and microbes find in natural humipedons. During the process of biological oxidation, part of the energy that fixes the atoms of carbon in organic macromolecules is released as radiant energy which, by dissipating itself through the mass of litter, increases the temperature. Under decomposition the temperature of a cubic meter of litter easily rises to 50–70 °C in its core part (Sommer and Dahl, 1999). The optimum temperature of the core for a fast biodegradation ensuring a good quality to the produced compost is 50–60 °C. If well controlled, this phenomenon can sterilise temporarily the pile of material, avoiding the proliferation of undesired microorganisms (mostly pathogens) and destroying unwanted weed seeds (Bollen et al., 1989). National laws regulate compost production and commercialisation. For obvious reasons of public health, well-known groups of microorganisms, in particular human pathogens, must be absent or fixed under prescribed limits before compost can be used in horticulture or agriculture. A guideline for compost quality is available at:  

Here down the reader will find a list of elementary notions for people wanting to compost a pile of organic materials. All Humusica articles were written with the aim to stimulate people to
understand and use the soil as a friendly living ecosystem. This approximate information cannot substitute more scientific publications. We suggest referring to Lowenfels (2017, 2014) and Lowenfels and Lewis (2010) for examples of management of soil biodiversity for gardening targets. The best way to learn how to use soil biodiversity is to care the soil as if it were a living macro-organism, a domesticated “giant amoeba” you feed for obtaining in return good food and water for sustaining human life. Being linked to a community of farmers is also a very useful initiative (examples: http://www.aiab.it/; http://www.fnab.org/; https://www.organicconsumers.org/; http://www.woofinternational.org/):

- A large amount of the weight of fresh organic matter is made of water (H₂O): fruits and legumes content 60–90% of water; woody material meanly contents 30% of free and 30% bound water; depending on plant species, a dry piece of wood can lose from 30 to 200% of its dry weight in the form of water;
- Soil organic matter is approximately composed (in weight) of 50% carbon, 40% oxygen, 5% hydrogen, 4% nitrogen, 1% other elements (Schumacher et al., 2006);
- The mean C/N ratio of organic remains is equal to 30. This means that the content in C is 30 times that of N. C:N:P ratios in both soil (186:13:1) and soil microbial biomass (60:7:1) are well-constrained at global scale (Cleveland and Liptzin, 2007), i.e. in average a C content 10 times larger than N (three times lower than in organic remains);
- Behind the word “biodegradation” there are two combined processes: catabolism and anabolism. The former can be put in synonymy with “respiration” (a process of controlled oxidation also called “mineralisation”, literally destruction of structures until their mineral components separate). It liberates energy, partially dissipated as heat (the temperature of the pile increases during the process), the remaining part being used in a build-up process, creating new organic matter (biomass) in living organisms (essentially invisible free microorganisms, or visible macro-organisms and microorganisms living in them). Inputs of labile organic matter frequently tend to increase, and often double, the mineralization rate of more recalcitrant organic matter. Scientists call this phenomenon “priming effect” (Guenet et al., 2010). The decomposer living network is still partially understood and under investigation (Straatsma et al., 1994; Anastasi et al., 2005; Jayasinghe and Parkinson, 2009; Mummey et al., 2010; Burns et al., 2013; Lange et al., 2015; Ballhausen and de Boer, 2016; Geisen et al., 2016);
- During the process of respiration about 2/3 of the C content of organic remains is lost in the atmosphere as CO₂ and 1/3 incorporated in new microorganisms. If the C/N ratio of organic remains is ≤ 30, and if all N can be incorporated in new microbial structures (McDowell and Clark-McDowell, 2008), the process of biodegradation can go on fast and well until the complete utilisation of the organic remains. Microorganisms can incorporate C and N in respect to their own C/N structural ratio, even if 2/3 of the C of organic remains is lost to the atmosphere. If the C/N ratio of organic remains is > 30, the process of bio-transformation slows down and is arrested by lack of N. However, the process can be restarted by adding available N for microorganisms, often in the form of ammonium sulphate (compost activator), even if unexpected reactions can occur, which are still under investigation (Fog, 1988; Pérez-Piquéres et al., 2006; Ros et al., 2006; et al., 2008; McDowell and Clark-McDowell, 2008; Guo et al., 2012; Darby et al., 2016; Paul, 2016);
Fungi and bacteria do not play the same role in the decomposition process (Hole, 1981; Fitter and Garbaye, 1994; Straatsma et al., 1994; Boddy and Watkinson, 1995; Schröter et al., 2003; Castellano et al., 2015; Geisen, 2016; Khan et al., 2016). In general, the higher the C/N ratio, the higher the lignin content of the remains and the more the process is led by fungi in acid conditions; low C/N and low lignin content are on the contrary favourable to bacteria in neutral or alkaline conditions. When making a compost, man tries to avoid acid conditions by adding material in order to maintain a C/N ratio around 30;

Examples of materials listed with increasing C/N ratio (mean indicative values):

- Chicken manure: 7–10
- Green material (grassland, lawn, meadow cuttings): 10–30
- Tender tree leaves such as hornbeam, ash, cherry tree, elm, etc.: 10–30
- Fruit peels such as of tomato, grape, olive, orange, etc.: 20–30
- Bovine, horse, pig manure: 20–30
- Less tender tree leaves such as oak, plane, beech, etc.: 20–40
- Persistent broad leaves such as holm oak, cork oak, olive tree, etc.: 30–50
- Coniferous needles such as pine, spruce, cypress, etc.: 40–80
- Straw of wheat, barley, oat, corn, etc.: 80–100
- Wood mulch: 100–200
- Bark: 200–400;

A pile of material with a C/N < 30 is rapidly biodegraded in aerated, temperate (10–30 °C), humid (40–70% water, it loses drops of water when squeezed in a hand) conditions. Grinding woody material in pieces < 2 cm speeds up the process. Out of these optimal conditions, biodegradation slows down or is arrested (Mustin, 1987; Cambardella et al., 2003; McDowell and Clark-McDowell, 2008; Gerbier, 2015);

Real systems are always more complicated than expected (Jones and Martin, 2003; Uzun, 2004; Jones and Saison et al., 2006; Thummes et al., 2007; Farrell and Jones, 2009; Vogel and Dussutour, 2016). However, by selecting/mixing good organic remains (absence of pollutants and good C/N balance) and maintaining the right aeration/temperature level in the core of the pile, even a child may use the decomposing power of a techno humus system.

1.2. Example of home-made manure humus systems

Figures 1a and b represent very common devices used for the preparation of a manuring humus system (compost). People just drop their organic kitchen refuses in a box or form with them a pile directly on the soil (advantages of the box: it hides remains and increases temperature and moisture). A periodic control of the process of decomposition is necessary. Bad smells are produced by anaerobic decomposition, which is avoided by maintaining a right C/N of the material and aerating/returning it from time to time. During the process of decomposition – which lasts from a few months to a year, depending from climatic conditions, composition of remains and care given to the mass under decomposition – the mound is shared in humus horizons as in natural humus systems, with a sequence of less decomposed organic remains at the top (OL), and organic-mineral horizon at the bottom (A), and a gradual passage through more or less decomposed OF and OH organic horizons. If not continuously fed, in temperate climatic conditions a well-equilibrated (C/N =
cumulus will finish its course by transforming all the remains in an organic-mineral biomacrostructured A horizon. The system works like a natural Mull. Note that this near-natural process can be observed only if the cumulus is in tight contact with a living soil: on a concrete basement, the compost pile must be inoculated with earthworms (vermicomposting) or, preferably, added with some amount of living soil to our disposal in a garden. For the sake of comparison pictures of humus horizons and profiles of natural humus systems are reported in articles published in Humusica 1 and 2 (refer to Humusica 1, article 4 and Humusica 2, article 13 for description and classification of specific humus horizons). If the process is arrested in earlier phases, or if the compost pile is continuously fed with fresh organic remains without being blended the cumulus shows OL, OF and OH organic horizons, and the series corresponds to the horizons of a natural Amphi. In colder conditions, the process can reproduce a Moder (with a thin biomicrostructured A) or even a Mor (organic horizons over a clear abiotic organic mineral or mineral horizon) system. Wood-rich litter displays the same process of decomposition as Ligno humus systems (see Humusica 2, article 13).

To summarize, a Techno humus system (compost pile) corresponds to the biotransformation before use of an organic material prepared and mixed by man (e.g. organic residues, humus-like substances, biodegraded leaves, twigs, fruits, wood chips, straw, kitchen scraps except metal and fats or meat, Figure 2a) through decomposition (mineralisation) and maturation (humification). The pile of material tends automatically to structure itself in “horizons” as a natural humus profile (Figs. 2b–d). The series of thus formed horizons depends on climatic conditions, which are more or less controlled by man. In temperate climates, the process ends with organic top layers rich in macro-, meso and micro-fauna (e.g. woodlice, millipedes, tipulid larvae, epigeic earthworms like Eisenia fetida), fungi, bacteria and organic-mineral bottom-layers actively burrowed by large anecic and endogeic earthworms. More specialized information about compost and soil biodiversity can be found in papers by Jenkins (1999), Krogh (2010), Pankhurst et al. (1997), Steel and Bert (2011). In colder conditions the process of degradation slows down and the decomposition is incomplete because of poorer pedofauna. Often the composter pile looks like an Amphi system, because litter is continuously added and transformed in OF, OH and A horizons, a process with takes weeks or months of time (Fig. 2b).

The horizons of Techno humus systems can be successfully used for gardening or farming, by simply applying them above the soil of Agro humus systems with the aim to improve soil physical/chemical characteristics, increase soil organic carbon content, favour soil life and suppress plant pathogens. An example of application of mulch to a soil poor in organic matter is presented in Figs. 3a–e. A layer of 2 cm-thick mulch, made of material prepared with a plant shredder operating on shrub branchwood (Figs. 3a–c), and distributed on a lawn growing on a calcic Cambisol (garden in Parisian region, climate: altered oceanic; air temperature: summer 19.7 °C, winter 5.4 °C; precipitation distributed all over the year: 637.4 mm; pH= 7.3), becomes an OH horizon after one year (Fig. 3d) and is completely assimilated in a biomacrostructured A horizon two years after the application (Fig. 3e).

More complex manure humus systems are presented and investigated in the following Sections 2, 3 and 4. A dump humus system is presented in Section 5. The use of manure humus systems for facing global change is proposed in Humusica 2, articles 17, 18 and 19.
2. Accelerated and controlled maturation of livestock residues with composting technique

As part of the project RiduCaReflui of the Veneto Region (http://riducareflui.venetoagricoltura.org), composting, as applied to a wide range of crop and livestock residues, is merely a controlled and accelerated, as well as incomplete, version of the complex and slow processes of decomposition and re-composition of organic matter that occur in nature; in both cases the principal actors are bacteria, fungi and actinomycetes, the activity of which is largely influenced by the type of organic substrate and climate.

Brief treatment times, simplification and control of the process are necessary to manage the substantial amounts of residues obtained from crops and livestock at the end of the numerous production cycles, with a treatment in aim of obtaining:

- sufficiently stabilized organic matter, with a low odour impact, ready for agronomic use by virtue of its amending or fertilizing properties;
- a sanitation effect induced by the temperature rise in the mass, possibly above 60–70 °C, and maintained for sufficiently long times to kill most pathogenic microorganisms.

2.1. The case study

We describe two trials of on-farm composting for the treatment of by-products obtained from poultry farms. Attention to the poultry sector derives from the fact that, in Veneto, the concentration of farms in some areas creates a critical situation due to the lack of land at an economically viable distance for the agronomic use of manure. This situation was made even more critical by the high nutrient content of poultry by-products, enough to consider these by-products as potential organic fertilizers. Far from being negative, this provides the solution to the problem of their correct use, which consists of their transformation into NP organic fertilizers; a condition that can only be reached after a suitable sanitation treatment obtained by maintaining the product at a temperature of 70°C for at least 1 h (EC Regulation No 1069/2009).

These were the reasons that motivated a specific trial (as part of the project RiduCaReflui of the Veneto Region, http://riducareflui.venetoagricoltura.org), which was conducted in 2009–2011 with the aim of verifying that this activity, based on a correct operational protocol, with normally available machinery, and optimal guarantee of success given that the real work is done by microorganisms, could be implemented at farm level. Up to now this process has only been carried out in authorized production plants.

The trial treated the droppings of laying hens and the litter manure of broilers with the “controlled storage” technique, aimed at obtaining a sanitized and mature end product potentially suitable for the production of fertilizers with appropriate characteristics for sale. The idea came from the observation that, when manure remains in the manure heap, aerobic fermentation develops
that, even if locally, leads to an increase in temperature of the piled material. This led to the conviction that these fermentations, if suitably manipulated, could contribute to sanitizing the entire mass with an effect comparable to that validated by the current EU regulation on animal by-products (EC Regulation 1069/09 and EU Commission Regulation 142/11), which suggests a treatment at a temperature of 70°C for at least 1 h.

A necessary condition is to arrange the material in windrows in order to guarantee sufficient aeration and make turning possible with the machinery available on the farm (Gerbier, 2015; Guercini and Rossi, 2001; Levasseur and Aubert, 2006).

The piles were monitored by continuous recording temperature at different points and depths, with samples taken at beginning and end of the windrow treatment for the determination of physico-chemical (TS, Ntot, Norg, Psol, Corg, C/N) and microbiological parameters (Clostridium perfringens, Enterobacteriaceae, Salmonella spp.).

2.2. Results

The trial lasted for three years and involved 3 farms of broilers and 2 of laying hens, all with a manure heap on which to form the windrows. A total of 10 treatment cycles were monitored. The trial protocol involved the following elements:

- time of treatment of materials in the windrow
- dimensions of the windows
- carrying out of the turning (YES/NO) and number of turnings
- covering of the manure-heap (YES/NO)

Table 1 reports the characteristics of the protocols implemented during the two periods of the trial:

- Phase I, preliminary verification, with the treatment lasting 90 days and either no turning or 2–3 operations/cycle.
- Phase II, with the treatment lasting 60 days and 3–4 turnings.

The most significant result obtained in Phase I regards the temperature of the windrows, which never went above 60°C in static windrows and 70 °C in those turned (Figs. 4a and b).

Due to the low temperatures reached the material obtained at the end of the treatment period was not suitable from the microbiological point of view.

In Phase II the modification of the trial protocol, and in particular the use of 3–4 turnings per cycle, allowed the threshold of 70°C to be reached and exceeded in all the windrows (Figs. 5a and b) and to obtain an end product suitable from the microbiological point of view.

2.3. Conclusions
The results obtained from this trial demonstrate the ability of the composting treatment to guarantee the microbiological suitability of a product, such as the litter manure of broilers and droppings of laying hens, for its potential utilization as an organic fertilizer.

The turning was decisive in reaching this objective, for the following reasons:

- it guarantees an adequate supply of oxygen necessary for the aerobic fermentation, in turn responsible for the maturation and stabilization of the organic matter;
- it allows the threshold of 70°C to be reached and exceeded, which is necessary to guarantee the sanitation of a product;
- high temperature and repeated turning allow controlling the proliferation of troublesome insects;
- the time limit of at least 1 h of exothermic phase appears to be largely exceeded and guaranteed for the entire mass of the windrow, thanks to repeated turnings during the treatment period; two turnings were performed in the first 30 days, i.e. during the phase when the activity of thermophilic bacteria is more intense;
- it reduces the moisture content of the product, and thus its mass and volume, making easier management of the material (piling, transport, distribution).

Covering of the manure-heap, while not apparently having influenced the results (rainfall was modest during the trials), is any way necessary in order to guarantee adequate conditions for the process and to be able to perform the turning independently of weather conditions.

3. How the Environment Service of Paris maintains and improves the soils of green areas with compost

Founded in 1982 in the premises of the École du Breuil, the Laboratory of Agronomy moved in 2013 to the Parc Floral de Paris (Bois de Vincennes). Its main mission is to monitor soil quality in Parisian parks and alignment plantations and the quality of nutrient solutions and substrates used in plant production. It develops fertilization programs tailored to each culture and may eventually look for causes of plant diseases or accidents. It intervenes upstream of development projects to qualify culture substrates and monitors the supplies by ensuring compliance with the requirements of CCTP (e.g. quality of materials, nature and proportion of amendments). It participates in the implementation of the rational irrigation method MIR by quantifying available water capacity and rate of water infiltration.

Each year, the laboratory conducts physical, chemical and biological analyses on several hundred samples. To date, it manages a large database of over 20,000 urban soil samples. Over the years, the laboratory has established more efficient and automated equipment, which allowed it to increase its processing capacity and added new parameters to conventional dosages carried out routinely. Thus, to secure the use of educational or shared gardens and to support the development of urban agriculture, it performs a routine dosage of main heavy metals. In addition, to meet the
requirements of the ecolabelling of green spaces and to help monitoring their biodiversity, biological analyses were developed, such as microbial biomass and basal respiration. In general, the activity of the laboratory is in the philosophy of sustainable soil management.

In support of studies and experiments conducted by the services of the Direction des Espaces Verts et de l’Environnement (DEVE) or in the framework of partnership agreements, the laboratory brings its expertise to develop protocols and to measure and interpret agronomic data. In this regard, it participates in studies on “sludge recycling of Haussmann gardens,” “characterization of native wall floras,” “greening fairways of woods and cemeteries,” “experimental kitchen gardens,” “contribution of private green spaces to biodiversity,” “cool islands,” “recycling of demolition materials,” “long-term effects of straw mulching,” “urban farms in Île-de-France”, etc. It is also engaged in calls for proposals launched by the Municipality of Paris: “Innovative revegetation,” “urban metabolism,” “biodiversity of Parisian green spaces”, etc. Under the term project “100 ha on walls and roofs,” it develops a program on the characterization of substrates and their constituents.

Through a partnership supported by the association Paris Region Lab, LaboAgro and LaboExpert two applications have recently been deployed. The former ensures computerization of requests for analyses, automation of laboratory processes and dialogue with applicants. The latter allows the interpretation of results and the edition of reports. Apart paperless results of analyses, it aims to better meet the principles of implementing environmental management in Parisian parks, certified by the Ecojardin label. In this regard, it includes the reduction of soil enrichment thresholds and/or fertilization rates, and the contribution of straw mulch from former lawns and legumes to nitrogen nutrition and nutrient supply. It also aims to participate in the training of analytical personnel through the integrated definition of scientific and technical terms (see tooltips).

3.1. Recycling organic waste

The DEVE service maintains 422 ha of gardens and 22 ha of flowerboxes. This generates a production of green waste (GW) estimated at 22,532 m$^3$ per year; which is divided into 3227 m$^3$ grass clippings, 2894 m$^3$ trimming waste, 10,861 m$^3$ floral decorations and 5550 m$^3$ pruning waste. Since 2007, Parisian Christmas trees are collected in green areas to make compost or mulch used in shrubbery and driveways. Pruning homogenates from roads are also deposited in the gardens for an estimated volume of 2600 m$^3$ in 2014. In parallel, actions are undertaken to reduce GW such as the selection of plant species, differentiated management and reasoned irrigation. Except for health reasons (e.g. box-tree moth, horse-chestnut leaf-miner), in which case they are sent to incineration plants (150 m$^3$ in 2014), the goal is to reuse a maximum of waste for mulching. This applies today to about 50% of the material collected. The remainder is recovered by composting, either in one of the 69 areas installed in the gardens (300–700 m$^3$/yr), or in an industrial station as part of an evacuation by skips market (10,000 m$^3$ in 2014).

Whether in the form of mulch or compost, green waste is an opportunity for Parisian gardens, insofar as they offer many advantages: saving water, reducing weeds, fighting against
slaking and erosion, stimulating biological activity, enriching the soil with organic matter, plant nutrition, etc.

3.2. Experiments for a better use of organic matter

Besides regular monitoring of soil fertility through analyses, the repository of the Ecojardin label recommends the practice of mulching. However, it appears that nutrient or potentially dangerous aspects are rarely invoked. To better understand it, two studies are conducted on the territory of Paris: “long-term mulching experiment” and “contribution of mulching to mineral crop nutrition.”

The experimentation of main mulches used in green areas is conducted since 2004 in the Fruticetum of the École du Breuil (Figs. 6a, b). It covers 9 products and an untreated control (fresh pruning homogenate, composted pruning homogenate, tree leaves, mowing waste, Christmas tree homogenate, pine bark, cocoa shells, linseed flakes, Fibralgo) with 3 replicates each, meaning 30 parcels with an average area of 95 m². In addition to regular field observations (plant growth, health status, development of weeds, annual breakdown thickness), laboratory analyses and in situ measurements are performed periodically. These relate to physical-chemical (organic matter, pH, conductivity, cation exchange capacity, C/N), chemical (phosphorus, potassium, magnesium, calcium, sodium, heavy metals), physical (water infiltration rate) and biological (microbial biomass, microbial productivity, earthworm population size, basal respiration) parameters.

After 10 years of observations and analyses, it appears that there is no universal product use. According to their ability to provide humus and/or mineral salts, and according to their rate of degradation, each of the tested products may be of interest – limited in time – to improve or correct some behaviours of the soil. Some have similar efficacy to fertilizers. Positive action on biodiversity is not clearly demonstrated, it will require making additional observations (arthropod and earthworm activity) with a support from the Institute of Ecology and Environmental Sciences (IEES) and the National Museum of Natural History (MNHN).

3.3. Contribution of mulching to the mineral nutrition of cultures

Noting that mulching is a practice widely grown in Parisian gardens while its nutritional potential is often ignored, another study was launched in 2015 to understand: 1) the diversity of mulches and their degradation rate; 2) their nutrient content; 3) the concentration of undesirable elements (heavy metals). It aims primarily to enrich the LaboExpert database used in fertilizer plans and anticipate the risk of diffuse pollution.

The first part of the study was treated as a field survey of 57 supervisors responsible for supervising the 1300 gardeners of the City of Paris. This strategy of “expert opinion” was chosen to overcome the diversity of soils, crops and aspects, which would have justified increasing the number
of field experiments. It helped to quickly obtain a comprehensive knowledge of the different types of mulch, a weighted average of the thickness implemented and annual degradation rates.

Twenty-four types of organic mulch are being used in Paris (crushed felling waste, crushed bamboo, ground material of various leaves, crushed leaves of plane tree, crushed Christmas trees, shrub trimming homogenate, tree pruning homogenate, green waste compost + horse manure, recycled wood chips, Copoflora®, buckwheat husks, grass clippings, pine bark, Miscanthus leaves, cocoa shells, Fibralgo®, coconut fibre, horse manure, straw, hemp flakes, flax flakes), but also 5 mineral mulches (pozzolan, slates, bricks, gravels, porphyry) and 3 synthetic mulches (plastic sheets, biodegradable fabric, newspapers). In the spirit of the Ecojardin label, organic mulch from a local production is favoured with a clear predominance of crushed material (pruning, felling, trimming, Christmas trees) and grass clippings (Fig. 7); i.e. more than 60% of cases. Conversely, commercial mulches are less and less used. The majority of the 57 gardening workshops use 4-5 different mulches and 3 of them use up to 9-12 mulches.

The survey of 21 among these mulches showed that the thickness of the mulch was often higher than its annual degradation (Fig. 8). This causes three different management strategies: 1) charging after complete decomposition; 2) partial reload according to decomposition; 3) burying residues before reloading. In any case, the objective is to never let the ground bare. For some fast decomposing mulches (grass clippings, straw, Copoflora®, cocoa shells, hemp flakes and Fibralgo®) which require recharging during the year, it has been observed that the degradation is greater than the thickness at implementation.

The other part of the study is based on laboratory tests. Normally 3 or 4 samples of each type of mulch should be removed during the field survey, provided that their decomposition is not too advanced. According to this criterion, 44 samples were collected for the first measurement campaign. They allowed us to determine not only their concentration in N, P₂O₅, K₂O and MgO, but also their density, pH and conductivity (Table 2), organic matter and C/N. In terms of pH_{H₂O}, we observed that mulch pH ranges from an acid level (minimum 5.4) to a very basic level (maximum 10.0).

Some mulches have a high conductivity, reflecting a strong nutritional potential even before the degradation process is initiated. Like an organic fertilizer, cocoa shells have an extremely high salinity (1516 μS/cm).

According to the standard NF U-44-051 an organic soil is characterized by levels of N, P₂O₅ and K₂O less than 3% of the gross product and a sum of these elements below 7%. It is noted that with the exception of grass clippings and cocoa shells, which have the same concentrations as a fertilizer, all types of mulch meet this definition.

When reported to the needs of N, P, K, Mg, the contribution of mulching to the mineral nutrition of different cultures (roses, summer flowers, shrubs) was simulated with a classification in 5 categories: low (< 70%), satisfactory (70–100%), high (100–200%), very high (200–1000%), excessive (> 1000%). In the majority of cases, it appears that mulch caused over-fertilization (Fig. 9), and when needs were not fully satisfied, they mainly relate to phosphorus. This is not problematic in the Parisian soil which is commonly saturated with this element. When it is lacking, plant needs can be easily compensated by fertilizer inputs or simply by the reasoned use of mulch.
The analysis of trace elements in the mulch aims at understanding the risk of transfer to soil and plants. To the extent that trees are constantly exposed to urban pollution (e.g. soil, atmospheric fallout, runoff), the mulch from crushed pruning or felling seems particularly concerned. Among the 9 trace elements (ETM) considered as indicators of pollution (Hg, Pb, Zn, Cu, Cr, As, Se, Ni and Cd), mercury, arsenic and selenium were not dosed in the first phase of the study. Standards NF U-44-051 and NF U-44-095, regarding the quality of organic amendments and composts, show maximum concentrations or trace elements, as well as annual and decadal flows not to be exceeded. If all mulches meet the requirements of these standards in terms of concentrations, some of them generate excessive flows when considering their annual rate of degradation.

For zinc (Table 3), the maximum concentration (600 ppm) is never reached (10–205 ppm) but the annual (9,000 g/ha/year) and/or decennial (30,000 g/ha/year) flow is exceeded for crushed Christmas trees, compost + horse manure, Copoflora and/or Fibralgo. For cadmium (Table 3), the maximum concentration (3 ppm) is never reached (0.02–0.92 ppm) but the annual flow (45 g/ha/year) and/or decennial (150 g/ha/year) is exceeded for the Christmas tree crushed, compost + horse manure, Copoflora, Fibralgo and/or flax straw.

These results suggest a risk of soil contamination from prolonged and unreasoned use of some mulch. In line with the long-term mulching experiment (Fruticetum of the École du Breuil), they confirm the interest to vary the nature of the products over the years.

4. Composting practices and soil organic matter increase

In Italy, the use of chemical fertilizers is undergoing a significant decrease, registering a downward trend of about 45% in the decade 2002–2013 (ISTAT, 2015). This trend is a result of the increased cost of fertilizers, linked to fluctuations in oil prices in the international market. Ecological and socio-economical costs derived from the conventional agriculture are also elevated, especially because of the intensive and extensive use of chemical inputs that caused a decline in soil fertility. In order to change from conventional to sustainable agriculture, it is desirable to use organic amendments, cover crops, nitrogen-fixing crops and biological control (Tilman et al., 2002).

The use of organic material for fertilizing the crop arises as a relevant alternative (Bulluck et al., 2002). Among most significant properties its ability to influence soil structure and retain water should be mentioned. Organic amendment is also able to improve the structure of clay soils, reduce the susceptibility to surface erosion, alleviate compaction, as well as many features that play a role in the availability of nutrients. In addition to the above functions, a special note is deserved to the inactivation of biotoxic compounds both of natural origin (e.g. polyphenols) and synthetic origin (e.g. herbicides and pesticides) (Chenu et al., 2000; Gardner et al., 1999).

There are several substrates which can be used as a source of organic matter, varying in types and characteristics, the best known being animal manure, especially from cattle ranches. However, we can cite other sources:
• **Municipal solid waste compost (MSW)** (Fig. 10a). Domestic solid waste management and treatment is one of the most common problems in cities worldwide (Chen et al., 2010; Fagnano et al., 2011). In Italy, selective collection is increasing and its efficiency can reach 65% in some regions (Ragazzi and Rada, 2008). Municipal solid waste compost obtained from processing the biodegradable fraction of municipal waste can be used in agriculture, reducing conventional landfill disposal and recycling valuable organic material. Composting is a biological process wherein occur the decomposition and transformation organic matter under controlled aerobic conditions to obtain a stable, humus-like end product (Ozores-Hampton et al., 1994; Montemurro et al., 2005; Farrell and Jones, 2009; Mylavarapu and Zinati, 2009; Fagnano et al., 2011) and increase soil organic matter (Mylavarapu and Zinati, 2009; Fagnano et al., 2011). According to Cala et al. (2005), the use of compost from municipal solid waste helps increasing content and stability of soil organic matter. Particularly, in Mediterranean areas the mineralization of organic matter is encouraged by the succession of dry-warm to cold-humid seasons and the continuous use of the land for horticultural purposes. Several studies demonstrated that the repeated application of municipal solid waste compost consistently increased soil organic matter content and soil C/N ratio to levels greater than those of unamended soil (Crecchio et al., 2001; Montemurro et al., 2005). It is very important not to exceed organic amendment in amount because this substrate is rich in nutrients and an excessive use may cause pollution and inhospitable environments for plant growth.

• **Anaerobic digestate residue (ADR)** (Fig. 10b) is obtained from the biological process by which different organic feedstocks are converted into biogas (in the absence of oxygen) in order to produce energy or heat (Tambone et al., 2009). Mediterranean countries are responsible for about 60% of world wine production (Bustamante et al., 2007), therefore winery and distillery industries generate plentiful quantities of liquid and solid wastes. Some industries reuse winery and distillery wastes mixed with other heterogeneous organic materials as a substrate to produce biogas. The output product at the end of this process presents a low C/N ratio and high nutrient levels, thereby it can be used as fertilizer or amendment in open field horticulture (Salminen et al., 2001).

• **Spent mushroom compost (SMS)** (Fig. 10c). Mushroom substrate usually consists mainly of horse manure, but different historical developments led to reduce costs significantly by adding poultry manure and straw (Maffi, 2011). Currently mushroom substrate is a mixture of horse manure, poultry manure, and straw in different percentages (Beyer, 2003). It is used for the culture of *Agaricus bisporus* and 5 kg of mushroom substrate are needed to obtain 1 kg of mushroom (Williams et al., 2001; Rasib et al., 2015). The farming amendment, at the end of the mushroom cultivation cycle, is an organic substrate rich in nutrients (Jordan et al., 2008), especially nitrogen, which has a considerable agronomic value when used as a fertilizer or soil improver (Curtin and Mullen, 2007; Medina et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2012).

In order to increase the organic matter content of the soil and at the same time enhance the value of waste materials, we conducted an experiment in which the soil was fertilized with materials quoted earlier. Several vegetables have been tested and their main quantitative parameters were evaluated. Chemical characterization was also conducted in marketable yield and in the soil.
4.1. Compost types and characteristics

A long-term experiment was conducted at the Experimental Station “L. Toniolo,” University of Padova, northeastern Italy (45°21’N, 11°58’E) (Fig. 11). In these experiments, three different substrates were tested and in some cases a positive response was obtained when using an organic substrate to fertilize the soil (Gobbi et al., 2016; Camacho Barboza et al., 2014). Comparisons were between an unfertilized control (T0), a totally mineral treatment (TMIN), a treatment called T50 in which 50% of crop nitrogen requirement was supplied by organic amendment and the remaining requirements with a mineral fertilizer, and a treatment called T100 in which 100% of nitrogen requirements of the crop were supplied by organic amendment. In two of the three organic substrates tested we introduced other treatments. In fields fertilized with compost from biodegradable municipal waste a double amount was also supplied (T200). In fertilization with anaerobic digestates, an intermediate treatment between T50 and T100 was introduced in which 75% of crop nitrogen requirements were supplied by organic amendment (T75).

Types of compost used:

- **Municipal solid waste compost (MSW).** The municipal solid waste compost is produced in a large local farm (S.E.S.A. S.p.a.) in the form of vegetable feedstock, like pruning waste and other plant materials. Municipal solid waste composts, when applied to different types of field crops, cause various plant responses, because each soil has its own chemical and physical peculiarities, thereby nutrients which are present in the compost may vary in their availability. The soil in which this test was conducted is an alkaline loam (pH 8) with a low availability of nutrients such as iron, manganese, copper, zinc and especially boron and phosphorus. Three fertilization combinations were tested using MSW-compost: the first one was fertilized with 50% of crop nitrogen requirements by MSW-compost added with 50% mineral fertilizer (T50); the second one was fertilized with 100% of crop nitrogen requirements by MSW-compost (T100) and the last one with 200% MSW-compost (T200). There was also one plot unfertilized (T0), and another one with mineral fertilization (TMIN) (Fig. 12a). During these years we have tested both winter crop vegetables and spring/summer crop vegetables for almost 10 years, including tomato and late radicchio. In this short communication, we will show results concerning vegetables quoted early.

- **Anaerobic digestate residue (ADR).** In the same way as with municipal solid waste, we used a different amount of anaerobic digestate as fertilizer in open field horticulture. In particular, we compared unfertilized control (T0), mineral fertilizer (TMIN), T50 (50% ADR and 50% mineral fertilizer) and T100 (100% ADR) (Fig. 12b). The experiment started in 2005 and is continuing till now. Late cauliflower (*Brassica oleracea* L.) was cultivated in 2009 and late chicory (*Cichorium intybus*) was grown in 2010.

- **Spent mushroom substrate (SMS).** The same approach was used for spent mushroom substrate. SMS samples were collected from 14 mushroom growers located in the Veneto region; then the chemical characterization of samples was conducted in order to estimate the amount of fertility elements. A randomized block experimental design provided a comparison of four treatments: unfertilized control (T0); mineral control (TMIN), in which 100% of crop nitrogen requirements were supplied by mineral fertilizer; T50 in which 50% of
crop nitrogen requirements were supplied by SMS and the remaining requirements with mineral fertilizer; T100 in which 100% of crop nitrogen requirements were supplied by SMS (Fig. 12c). During the experiment, we tested the open batavia lettuce (*Lactuca sativa*) and leek (*Allium porrum*) fertilized with different amounts of spent mushroom substrate (Gobbi et al., 2016). We have chosen one short cycle crop and one long cycle crop in order to compare different crops and estimate the efficacy of spent mushroom substrate in open field horticulture at different seasons.

### 4.2. Soil sampling and data analysis

The soil is classified as Typic Eutrudept coarse-loamy, mixed, mesic (USDA) (WRB: Haplic Cambisols (Calcric, Hypereutric). Soil samples were collected for MSW and ADR experiments at 0–30 cm. Samples from different points of each plot were taken and mixed, with the objective of obtaining a unique homogeneous and representative sample. Soil samples were air-dried at room temperature and passed through 2 mm sieve before determining soil organic carbon (SOC) by the Walkley-Black method and total nitrogen (TKN) by the Kjeldahl procedure. Also, we conducted pH analyses in accordance to Italian Standards Method III.1 (Ministerial Decree, 13/09/1999), measured electrical conductivity (Method IV.1 Ministerial Decree 13/09/1999) and measured anion and cation amounts in according to Method XIV.9 (Ministerial Decree 13/09/1999). Organic matter is easily calculable, although in an empiric way, by the following relation:

\[
\text{OM\%} = \text{OC\%} \times 1.724
\]

where:

- OM\% is organic matter percentage;
- OC\% is organic carbon percentage;
- 1.724 is the coefficient of Van Bemmelen which is based on the assumption that soil organic matter contains about 58% of organic carbon.

For each crop, statistical analyses were performed according to a factorial design with 3 field replicates as blocks. Data were analysed using ANOVA. In the case of a significant F-value, means were compared by Tukey’s HSD test.

### 4.3. Results and discussions

The cultivation with the organic substrate as soil amendment and fertilizer seems to have generally positive effects on crop performance showing yields comparable to mineral fertilization in some cases. Short-cycle crops preferred mixed fertilization because organic substrate usually requires a long time for its mineralization. Organic fertilization is more effective for long-cycle crops.
4.3.1. Municipal solid waste compost (MSW)

Total biomass and marketable yield are the response variables presented in this section. Treatments did not present significant differences for the response variables for tomato (Table 4). This suggests a high initial fertility in plots where the experiment was conducted. Mineral treatment (TMIN) produced the highest total biomass for late chicory during 2010, and high rainfall and low temperatures did not favour N mineralization in MSW-compost treatments. In some cases, mixed organic-chemical treatments provided a better result, such as the T50 treatment for late chicory. Similar results were obtained in two different experiments using MSW-compost as fertilizer, one in Florida with parsley (*Petroselinum crispum* [Mill.]) (Mylavarapu and Zinati, 2009) and the second in Nova Scotia with potatoes (*Solanum tuberosum*) (Mkhabela and Warman, 2005). In both cases, it was found that a combination of 50% MSW-compost and 50% mineral fertilizer produced the same marketable yield as 100% inorganic fertilizer (Mylavarapu and Zinati, 2009; Mkhabela and Warman, 2005). Indeed a double amount of MSW does not seem to have a positive effect on agronomic performance, perhaps because the high amount of nutrients can inhibit plant growth.

4.3.2. Anaerobic digestate residue (ADR)

In some cases, there are not differences between treatments and on the other hand T100 treatment gave a similar yield to TMIN (Table 4). Treatments with ADR (T75 and T100) did not produce a total biomass as high as TMIN for late cauliflower in 2009, even if ADR treatments (T75 and T100) provided better results, only 9.6% lower than TMIN. It is possible to assess that the anaerobic digestate can be a valid substitute for chemical fertilization or, as an alternative, a valid adjuvant of chemical fertilization.

Concerning late chicory, during fall-winter 2010 the total biomass produced by T50 was not different from TMIN. In this case, the mineral component supplied the initial N requirements of the crop and the ADR released this element for further needs through mineralization.

This process stops when low winter temperatures arrive; and, at the same time, high precipitation during this period facilitates the availability of the mineralized organic nitrogen to the plant.

Unfortunately, the mineralization of organic matter depends on the weather, in particularly is subject to temperature and amount of rainfall.

4.3.3. Spent mushroom compost (SMS)

The total weight lowest value was observed in T0 while increasing values were found in other treatments. Concerning the lettuce, the highest value was found in T50, where a significant variation of over 27% between fresh weight in T50 and T0 was observed (Gobbi et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2012; Garcia-Gomez et al., 2002) (Table 4).
As regard to *Allium porrum* significant differences were observed among fertilization treatments: T0 showed lower value whereas, in TMIN, T50 and T100 treatments were found similar values (Gobbi et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2012; Garcia-Gomez et al., 2002) (Table 4). The high yield could be due to the double action of mineral fertilization and then element availability from SMS after its mineralization. This process was delayed by low-temperature values and frequent rainfall.

The cultivation with SMS as a soil amendment and fertilizer seemed to have generally positive effects on lettuce and leek performances showing yields comparable to mineral fertilization. Short cycle crops preferred mixed fertilization because organic substrate usually requires a long time for mineralization. Organic fertilization is more effective for long-cycle crops like leek. Furthermore using SMS for a long time could help increasing soil organic matter and recycling by-products from mushroom cultivation (Gobbi et al., 2016). Also for this matrix, it can be affirmed that spent mushroom substrate can offer comparable yield than chemical fertilizers.

4.3.4. Soil

Concerning the soil, it is possible to see a significant difference between treatments about MSW (Fig. 13a). The organic carbon level was moderately low at the start of the experiment (ARPAV, 2005) and the value increase steadily over time. The graph shows that the use of compost from municipal solid waste brings an increase in organic carbon percentage, the trend increasing with increasing content of MSW, even over a few years of utilization. This suggests that a great amount of time is necessary to incorporate enough organic matter into the soil. In the ADR treatment, the trend concerned only the T100 treatment and the growth was less pronounced than in MSW treatment (Fig. 13b). From 2007 to 2012 the increase was 0.14%.

This experiment has started since a few years and we have analysed the soil and its main chemical-physical parameters, but as it can be found in several kinds of literature, the organic matter increase can be seen only after years of organic application. Therefore, using organic amendment for a long time could help increasing soil organic matter and allow recycling by-products.

As we mentioned before, in some cases the T100 treatment did not compare with TMIN in crop yield, but in the perspective of sustainable agriculture, would the farmer be willing to give up a portion of the harvest in order to maintain or increase soil fertility? This is a question all farmers should ask by themselves.

5. Status of soil microbial activity of some mine waste disposals in South Africa

Some areas of the South African landscape are dominated by mine tailings and they are synonymous with environmental contamination, erosion as well as degraded soils next to it. Various constrains and hostile characteristics i.e. lack of soil structure, extreme pH (low and high), low nutrient status and very low diversity and concentration of soil microbes are part of this “anthroscape”. Poor vegetation cover on rehabilitation of South African mine tailings and a lack of
biological norms and standards put question marks behind current practices and specifications. The determination of microbial activity in mine waste disposal environments allows for a more compressive understanding of the microbiological aspect present in the mine waste environment and its subsequent rehabilitation. Dehydrogenase activity (INF μg/g/2 h) was measured on different acidic tailings (gold and coal) and alkaline (platinum and kimberlite) tailings as well on a natural undisturbed or polluted soil in the same vicinity. Baseline soil dehydrogenase activity level is dependent on specific chemical, physical and biological parameters of the different tailings materials. Subsequently, soil dehydrogenase activity covers an insight into soil health and soil ecosystem functioning within the different mine tailings. By integrating microbial parameters within standard rehabilitation practices one can improve rehabilitation success by providing a healthy and supportable ecosystem suitable for post-mining land use.

5.1. A practical example

In terms of microbiota, mine waste environments are considered an extreme environment based on the fact that there are certain physical and chemical limitations to microbial cellular processes. These physical and chemical limitations are typically at the end of gradients, for example low and high temperature, low and high pH and Eh, high salinity, high concentrations of metal trace elements and extremely low nutrient concentrations (Torsvik and Øvreås, 2008). Soil dehydrogenase activity (DHA) is considered one of the most important among all the enzymes in the soil environment. DHA is considered a good indicator of the overall microbial activity in soil and relates to the total viable microorganisms within the soil environment (Taylor et al., 2002; Gu et al., 2009; Salazar et al., 2011).

Materials for this project are from gold tailings originating from three different gold mining operation localities. This includes 1) gold tailings from a gold mining operation near Stilfontein in the North-West province; 2) New Machavie gold mining operation located ± 21 km west of Potchefstroom in North-West province; 3) Dominionville situated ± 24 km from Klerksdorp in the North-West. Gold mined from these three gold mines was comprised of different gold-bearing reef deposits, i.e. Dominion Group, Witwatersrand, and Transvaal Supergroup. The gold ore of the Stilfontein mine was mined from the Klerksdorp Goldfield. This forms part of the Witwatersrand Supergroup. The Central Rand Group provided the bulk of all ore mined in the area. The Dominionville mine forms part of the Dominion Group. New Machavie is situated on the Black Reef Formation of the Transvaal Supergroup. The platinum tailings are from the Merensky and Upper Group No. 2 reefs, which forms part of the Bushveld Igneous Complex. The kimberlite tailings are from the Cullinan kimberlite pipe, which occurs within the stable, Kaapvaal Craton and intrudes rocks of the Transvaal Supergroup, Bushveld Igneous Complex and the younger Waterberg Group. Both the fine and discarded coal tailings originate from the Witbank coal seam, which is situated on the northern sector of the Karoo Supergroup (Johnson et al., 2006).

Mine tailings are mainly comprised of crushed rock, and as such they can be considered an inorganic matrix akin to soil. However, when compared, mine tailings are considered unique, not like any natural soil. The physical, chemical, mineralogical and microbiological aspects of the tailings will
determine their impact on ecosystem functioning and stability (Ledin and Pedersen, 1996). These physical and chemical limitations are typically at the end of gradients, for example low and high temperature, low and high pH and Eh, high salinity, high concentrations of metal trace elements and extremely low nutrient concentrations. Tailings are characterised as having a very low cation exchange capacity, minimal microbial populations and virtually zero organic matter content. Additionally, tailings also have low concentrations of macronutrients necessary for plant growth, in particular nitrogen (N). On the other hand, tailings tend to have high concentrations of metal trace elements, that is particularly problematic in acidic tailings (Van Deventer et al., 2006). Furthermore, these acidic conditions greatly reduce microbial communities and soil fertility (Seaker and Sopper, 1988). In low pH conditions, acid mine drainage (AMD) is the most frequent environmental problem (Fig. 14a). Due to particle size distribution and grading properties, mine tailings are particularly susceptible to erosion and compaction resulting in the formation of huge donga-like erosion structures (Fig. 14b).

5.2. Dehydrogenase activities in natural soils and tailings materials

When comparing the dehydrogenase activity of natural soils to tailings materials (Fig. 14c), natural soils tend to have a higher microbial activity. The degree of which the microbial activity varies within natural soils and tailings materials provides insight into soil quality and health (i.e. degree of degradation). Like most natural soils, the ochric A horizon (115 μg/g/2 h) has a much higher microbial activity compared to that of the other tailings materials. The Kalahari aeolian sand (ochric A horizon) natural chemical properties (i.e. poor nutrient status and no organic matter) and physical properties (high sand %) contributed towards the low microbial activity. B horizon soil samples include granite saprolite and Ottosdal kaolinite clay. These B horizons have a lower microbial activity (DHA) compared to those of the A horizon. This is in general agreement with earlier studies concerning soil depth and microbial activity (Blume et al., 2002; Fierer et al., 2003). In general, factors such as pH, nutrient status, soil organic matter (SOM) tend to change with depth (Aon and Colaneri, 2001; Taylor et al., 2002; Eilers et al., 2012; Rumple and Kögel-Knabner, 2011). Along this gradient microbial biomass also tend to decline (Blume et al., 2002; Fierer et al., 2003; Šantrůčková et al., 2010), in addition a shift in the microbial community composition occurs (Eilers et al., 2012; Ekelund et al., 2001; Hartmann et al., 2009). The lower microbial activity of exposed argic B horizons indicates a degree of degradation that the horizon underwent subsequently to its exposure. Comparatively all tailings materials, not exclusive of gold tailings, have a low microbial activity with the exception of coal fines and coal discard. Noticeably, both coal discard and coal fines (Fig. 14c) have a higher microbial activity when compared to other tailings materials. The low dehydrogenase activity within the different tailings materials demonstrates the degree of soil ecological stress associated with anthropogenic soils.

While global knowledge on soil microbial diversity and functioning is quickly rising, knowledge of microbes in the rehabilitation of South African mine waste environments is scant. Microorganisms mediate important ecosystem functions in the soil and thus the recovery of the soil microbial community is a critical step in achieving the goal of sustainable and beneficial tailings restoration. In order to get a comprehensive understanding of mine waste disposal environments
and its rehabilitation microbial processes need to be included in hypotheses, models, and interpretation of findings.

A complete description of the case briefly reported in this paper, with photographs, soil analysis, biological investigations and rehabilitation indications, is available in Humusica 3 (Schimmer and Van Deventer).
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Figure captions

Fig. 1. a) Common plastic bin for home-made compost; b) Organized system for home-made compost: on the left, an iron net containing leaves collected all around in the garden; on the right a smaller opened woody box that contents small branches of bushes or trees, manually or mechanically reduced in pieces; between them, a mean sized woody box that collects home organic wastes. By adding leaves (C/N 20–40) and/or branches (C/N > 100) to the wastes (C/N < 20) it is possible to regulate the rate of the process of decomposition of the remains. With the permission of Dr. P. Darfeuille. Photographs: A. Zanella.

Fig. 2. a) Leaf litter is progressively added at the top of the organic matter set in the composter for enriching in dry matter the organic remains coming from the kitchen; b) The pile of litter tends to organize itself in soil horizons. Example in an early stage of decomposition; c) In a temperate climate, the mound of litter tends to become a Mull system, the OL horizon being transformed in a biomacrostructured A horizon by earthworms; d) Example of an OH organic horizon in a Techno humus system made of dried peat remains arrested at an earlier phase of decomposition. Photographs: A. Zanella.

Fig. 3. Gardening with mulch: a) Home-use common plant shredder (motor power 2000 W; cutting capacity diameter of branches: 4 cm; material throughput, about: 80 kg/h); b) Fresh mulch, branches of broad leaved bushes transversally cut in pieces less than 2 cm long, also longitudinally broken by the machine in the sense of the fibers, which facilitate fungal attack and decomposition; c) Mulch two months (September and October) after its distribution on a garden lawn; d) The topsoil one year after application of a layer of mulch (thickness 2 cm) on a lawn; e) Two years after application all mulch is incorporated in the soil by earthworms. The structure of the mineral soil is now less compact and the soil more biologically functional and rich in organic matter. Photographs: A. Zanella.

Fig. 4. Phase I treatment of (a) layer hen manure and (b) broiler litter manure.

Fig. 5. Phase II treatment of (a) layer hen manure and (b) broiler litter manure.

Fig. 6. Characterization of main mulches used in the Fruticetum of the Ecole du Breuil (Paris): a) Organic matter (about 4%), b) Microbial biomass (mean values in years 2012 and 2014, C %).

Fig. 7. Organic mulch from a local production used in green spaces of Paris. For example, mashes from branch pruning, tree slaughter or bush cutting are used in 86, 90 and 98% of the city parks, respectively.

Fig. 8. Thickness of the mulch and annual degradation of 21 types of mulches. Recycled wood chips, buckwheat hulls, pine bark and Miscanthus leaves are among the most resistant to biodegradation.

Fig. 9. Simulation of mulch mineral nutrition reported to the mean needs of N, P, K, Mg of summer flowers and of shrubs. Many mulches add a surplus (orange or red colour) of nitrogen (first column) to summer flowers and bushes as well. A lack of phosphorus (blue colour) is evident in the case of summer flowers (second column).
**Fig. 10.** Substrates used in our research as organic fertilizers: a) Municipal soil waste compost (MSW). It looks like peat or potting soil; b) Anaerobic digestate residues (ADR); c) Spent mushroom substrate (SMS). Photographs: V. Gobbi.

**Fig. 11.** The place where all fields fertilized with MSW (municipal solid waste), ADR (anaerobic digestate residue) and SMS (spent mushroom substrate) are located.

**Fig. 12.** Sampling plan: a) The randomized blocks experimental design used in the field fertilized with MSW; b) The randomized blocks experimental design used in the field fertilized with ADR; c) The randomized blocks experimental design used in the field fertilized with SMS. The different colours indicate different SMS types (SP is made of straw and poultry manure; HP is made of horse manure and poultry manure; SHP is made of straw, horse manure and poultry manure).

**Fig. 13.** The increase of organic carbon percentage in the soil fertilized with MSW. Treatments containing MSW show a more marked growth compared with the other treatments.

**Fig. 14.** New Machavie gold mine site. a) AMD “river” at New Machavie gold mine site; b) right-above severe donga-like structures due to physical properties of tailings materials; c) soil dehydrogenase activity: comparison of different tailings materials with natural soils with some of the constraints. Photographs: C. Schimmer.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>UM</th>
<th>Phase I</th>
<th>Phase II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>duration of treatment</td>
<td>(d)</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pile dimensions</td>
<td>(m)</td>
<td>W: 3,5–4,0 – H: 2,0–2,5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turnings</td>
<td>(n°)</td>
<td>0 or 2–3</td>
<td>3 or 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cover</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y/N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2

pHwater and conductivity of mulches. 3 or 4 samples of each type of mulch were removed during fields surveys, providing that their decomposition was not too advanced. pH range of three groups of mulches. Woody material is as acid than grass cutting. Mashed plane tree leaves are as basic than horse manure. Conductivity of three groups of mulches. This parameter is proportional to the nutritional potential of the mulches and shows that horse manure and grass cutting are very rich fertilizers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pH</th>
<th>Acidic (&lt; 5.4)</th>
<th>Neutral (5.5–7.4)</th>
<th>Basic (&gt; 7.5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crushed Lime prunings</td>
<td>Crushed tree fellings</td>
<td>Crushed bamboo</td>
<td>Crushed plane leaves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crushed Christmas trees</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Compost + Horse manure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crushed Shrub</td>
<td>Various crushed leaves</td>
<td>Crushed Sophora prunings</td>
<td>Copoﬂora©</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various crushed prunings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Buckwheat husks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pin bark</td>
<td>Recycled wood chips</td>
<td>Coconut fibre</td>
<td>Fibralgo©</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mowing grass</td>
<td>Miscanthus leaves</td>
<td>Grass straw</td>
<td>Horse manure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocoa shells</td>
<td></td>
<td>Barley straw</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hempe flakes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Flax flakes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conductivity (μS.cm)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Moderate</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 100</td>
<td>100–400</td>
<td>&gt; 400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crushed tree fellings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crushed bamboo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various crushed leaves</td>
<td>Various crushed prunings</td>
<td>Copoﬂora©</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crushed plane leaves</td>
<td>Crushed Sophora prunings</td>
<td>Buckwheat husks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crushed Christmas trees</td>
<td>Crushed plane leaves</td>
<td>Fibralgo©</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crushed Shrub</td>
<td></td>
<td>Horse manure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crushed Sophora prunings</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hempe flakes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crushed Lime prunings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crushed Lime prunings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recycled wood chips</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pin bark</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscanthus leaves</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coconut fibre</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barley straw</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hempe flakes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flax flakes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Table 3

Concentration of urban pollution in mulches. Example of lecture: for cadmium, the maximum concentration (3 ppm) is never reached (0.02-0.92 ppm) but the annual flow (85 g/ha/year) and/or decennial (150 g/ha/year) is exceeded (bold values) for the Christmas tree crushed, compost + horse manure, Coppodura, Pilegrass and/or flax straw. LoQ = limit of quantification (measures of concentration under this limit are not consistent; we underline the values higher than the limit). Zinc (Zn) annual and/or decennial concentrations exceed (bold values) for crushed Christmas trees, compost, horse manure, Coppodura and/or Pilegrass. Cadmium (Cd) annual and/or decennial concentrations exceed (bold values) for the Christmas tree crushed, compost + horse manure, Coppodura, Pilegrass and/or flax straw.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cadmium</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Zinc</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sample</td>
<td>1 Year</td>
<td>10 Years</td>
<td>Sample</td>
<td>1 Year</td>
<td>10 Years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum concentration</td>
<td>5 ppm</td>
<td>45 g/ha</td>
<td>150 g/ha</td>
<td>600 ppm</td>
<td>9000 g/ha</td>
<td>30,000 g/ha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LoQ (ppm)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crushed tree felling</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>7.23</td>
<td>73.29</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>897.31</td>
<td>8873.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crushed bamboo</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>48.96</td>
<td>22.29</td>
<td>685.96</td>
<td>6851.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various crushed leaves</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>65.34</td>
<td>844.72</td>
<td>8447.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crushed plane leaves</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>27.21</td>
<td>72.94</td>
<td>1107.5</td>
<td>11075.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crushed Christmas trees</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>31.15</td>
<td>311.54</td>
<td>61.69</td>
<td>4142.92</td>
<td>41429.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crushed Shrubs</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>22.82</td>
<td>48.3</td>
<td>1837.96</td>
<td>18379.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crushed Sophora prunings</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>5.13</td>
<td>51.3</td>
<td>15.93</td>
<td>1107.35</td>
<td>11073.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crushed Lime prunings</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>45.78</td>
<td>20.04</td>
<td>611.92</td>
<td>6119.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various crushed prunings</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>63.98</td>
<td>11.00</td>
<td>727.99</td>
<td>7279.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compost + Horse manure</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>194.00</td>
<td>105.07</td>
<td>11990.08</td>
<td>119906.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recycled wood chips</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>9.88</td>
<td>98.8</td>
<td>79.76</td>
<td>341.62</td>
<td>3416.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coppodura©</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>56.21</td>
<td>562.1</td>
<td>185.53</td>
<td>11645.09</td>
<td>116450.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backshore blanks</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>40.72</td>
<td>187.49</td>
<td>1874.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pine bark</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>39.13</td>
<td>21.55</td>
<td>337.28</td>
<td>3372.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Millet sheaves</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>6.73</td>
<td>19.56</td>
<td>222.47</td>
<td>2224.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocoa shells</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>24.48</td>
<td>57.28</td>
<td>1121.85</td>
<td>11218.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilegrass©</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>424.95</td>
<td>208.34</td>
<td>100269.88</td>
<td>1002698.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocoa shell fibre</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>21.18</td>
<td>37.66</td>
<td>797.64</td>
<td>7976.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horse manure</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>6.78</td>
<td>78.42</td>
<td>1727.71</td>
<td>17277.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grass straw</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>10.14</td>
<td>105.1</td>
<td>1051.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barley straw</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>28.22</td>
<td>26.59</td>
<td>275.49</td>
<td>2754.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H思想 paying flakes</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>7.27</td>
<td>72.68</td>
<td>14.43</td>
<td>749.14</td>
<td>7491.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flax fibres</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>26.31</td>
<td>265.13</td>
<td>14.02</td>
<td>484.95</td>
<td>4849.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesoang grass</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>6.37</td>
<td>68.24</td>
<td>405.98</td>
<td>4059.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4
Effect of mineral fertilizer and different doses of MSW-compost, ADR and SMS on total biomass for different crops growing during the experiment. Within treatments columns values with no letter in common differ significantly at P ≤ 0.05 (Tukey HSD test).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matrix</th>
<th>MSW</th>
<th>ADR</th>
<th>SMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crop year (t/ha)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T0</td>
<td>253 a</td>
<td>27,3 ab</td>
<td>56,4 b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMIN</td>
<td>218 a</td>
<td>49,5 a</td>
<td>83,1 a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T50</td>
<td>225 a</td>
<td>35,9 ab</td>
<td>69,1 ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T75</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>74,8 ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T100</td>
<td>225 a</td>
<td>24,4 ab</td>
<td>75,0 ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T200</td>
<td>224 a</td>
<td>16,3 b</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mulch types</th>
<th>Degraded mass t/ha/yr</th>
<th>Theoretical outputs</th>
<th>Bed of perennial or summer flowers (input in kg/ha/yr)</th>
<th>Clump of various shrubs (input in kg/ha/yr)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>MgO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crushed tree fellings</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crushed bamboo</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various crushed leaves</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crushed plane leaves</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crushed Christmas trees</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>880</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shredded shrubs</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crushed sophora prunings</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>506</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crushed lime prunings</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Various crushed prunings</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compost + horse manure</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>1061</td>
<td>599</td>
<td>1077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recycled wood chips</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copopine®</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buckwheat husks</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pine bark</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscanthus leaves</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coca shells</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flakalox®</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>448</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coconut fiber</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horse manure</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grass straw</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barley straw</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemp flakes</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>515</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flax flakes</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mowing grass</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>271</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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a) MSW

b) ADR
Fig. 14